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QUESTION 1

A business has the following requirements: To display cases for an account The user should see all of the cases on the
canvas The user should be able to create a new case from the canvas The consultant decides to use states to enable
this functionality. 

Which type of state should the consultant recommend to allow users to create a new case from the canvas? 

A. Active Card State 

B. Blank Card State 

C. Edit Mode State 

D. New Card State 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The design team creates a mock-up proposal of an OmniScript for sales that includes more than 25 steps. Th consultant
reviews the proposal and sees that the OmniScript will be used for three different and complex sal processes: change of
plan, new sale, and loyalty. The user will select the type of sale at the beginning of the interaction, and then the
OmniScript will branch into either change of plan, new sales, or loyalty processes. E process will contain multiple
decision points for the user. 

Following best practices, what should the consultant recommend to improve the planned design of this OmniScript? 

A. Pass the process type as an input parameter. 

B. Add more conditional views to branch the OmniScript into logical sections. 

C. Add more Step elements to create shorter pages. 

D. Create a specific OmniScript for each business process. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company needs to create some boundaries for their sales teams regarding the minimum and maximum discounts that
can be applied to their orders. The discount thresholds are set using adjustments such as 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,
and 30%. The minimum adjustment and the maximum adjustment are determined by their region and their customer
lifetime score. 

Which two OmniStudio tools should the consultant recommend to meet these requirements? Choose 2 answers 

A. OmniStudio Action 

B. Calculation Procedure 
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C. Calculation Matrix 

D. DataRaptor Transform 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer needs to create an OmniScript to capture payment Information. In the first step of the process, it user
selects a payment type such as credit card, debit card, or direct bank account payment. Each payment t should display
with a different icon. The process should check to see if the customer has any saved payment information of that type,
and if there is, no further action is required. If there is no saved payment informatic then the user should be allowed to
enter the information, and the process should save It. 

Which three OmniScript elements should be used to meet these requirements? Choose 3 answers 

A. DataRaptor Transform Action 

B. Select 

C. DataRaptor Extract Action 

D. Radio 

E. DataRaptor Post Action 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs to create multiple guided processes on their public website. The processes need to be style using the
corporate branding kit. The corporate branding kit Includes guidance on colors, fonts, and icons. In addition, the website
that the process will be deployed to has a style guide that dictates the format for radio buttons, slide bars, and other
user interface elements. The company wants both the corporate branding kit at the website\\'s style guide to be globally
implemented in these new processes. 

Which three OmniStudio features and tools should the consultant recommend to meet these requirements? Choose 3
answers 

A. OmniScript 

B. Custom Styles 

C. OmnlOut 

D. Newport Design System 

E. FlexCards 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 6

When a call center agent interacts with a customer, the agent must have all of the customer\\'s related information
available for a quick response. The business requires the agent to have access to: 

A view with information about a customer account A list of contacts and cases associated with the account All
information should be on one screen 

What OmnlStudio tool should be used to meet this requirement? 

A. Customer IntellView 

B. Lightning Record Page 

C. OmniScript 

D. FlexCards 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A company needs to create a process that allows call center admins to retrieve all open cases that have a case type of
"network issue" and submit the case data "as-is" to a back office system for validation in batch on a daily basis. Once
the cases have been submitted, the process should trigger an email to the supervisor. 

Which three OmniStudio tools should the consultant recommend to meet these requirements? Choose 3 answers 

A. DataRaptor Turbo Extract 

B. OmniScript 

C. FlexCard 

D. Integration Procedure 

E. DataRaptor Load 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 8

A business implements a simple OmniScript in their call center that allows agents to quickly create a case when on the
phone with customers. The OmniScript has been running successfully in the call center for over a year. The business
decides it wants to allow partners to create cases directly from their Community portal. 

What is the most efficient solution that the consultant can propose to meet this new requirement? 

A. Deploy the existing OmniScript to the Community portal using OmniOut. 

B. Embed the existing OmniScript as a reusable component within a new Community OmniScript. 

C. Clone the existing OmniScript to a new LWC OmniScript and deploy to the Community portal. 
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D. Duplicate the existing OmniScript and deploy the new script on the website. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Agents for an insurance company need to know the current and past weather conditions when creating claims
customers. The consultant implements a FlexCard for weather conditions in the console to ensure the agents h access
to the information. The FlexCard needs to provide fields extracted from a weather API and account field from
Salesforce. 

According to best practice, what data source should be used? 

A. Streaming API 

B. DataRaptor Extract 

C. REST 

D. Integration Procedure 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

An insurance company wants to create an OmniScript that allows the user to review and change account number such
as phone number and website. In this process, the following functionality is needed: 

Enter the company\\'s website Enter the account phone number Each field should display on a separate line of the
page 

Which three elements should the consultant include in the OmniScript design solution? Choose 3 answers 

A. Number 

B. Text Area 

C. Telephone 

D. Line Break 

E. Text 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 11

An OmniScript saves data to Salesforce and to an external system. What OmniScript element could save all this data? 

A. HTTP Action 
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B. Integration Procedure Action 

C. DataRaptor Post Action 

D. DataRaptor Transform Action 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

In which two scenarios should a DataRaptor be used? Choose 2 answers A. To retrieve an account and Its related
contacts 

B. To retrieve today\\'s financial news 

C. To send an SMS alert to the user when a process completes 

D. To merge the city and state fields into a single field 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two functions can be performed by DataRaptors? Choose 2 answers 

A. Transform data 

B. Combine requests into a single response 

C. Read and write data to external systems 

D. Read and write data to Salesforce 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

A business wants to transform an existing process into a digital interaction using OmniScript. The process includes
several steps. Some steps apply to all users, and other steps only apply to users depending on their responses to
certain questions. The business does not want all users to have to go through all the steps. 

Which OmniScript feature should the consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. User Roles 

B. Conditional Views 

C. Script Configuration 

D. Script Profiles 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A company plans to use OmniScript to digitally transform Its business. During the discovery phase of the project the
team reviews all of the business processes including the Individual steps of each process. As a result of analysis, it is
clear that many processes need to update contact data at different points in the process. 

What solution should the consultant recommend to efficiently meet these requirements? 

A. Create an Integration Procedure to update contact data with "Chain On Step" enabled and invoke it from all
OmniScripts. 

B. Create an OmniScript that uses the reusable property to update contact data and embed it In other OmniScripts. 

C. Create an OmniScript to update contact data and invoke it when other OmniScripts complete. 

D. Create a FlexCard for contacts, and add an Update Contact Details OmniScript as an action. 

Correct Answer: B 
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